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Abstract—Context: In order to gain competitive advantages in the global market, many software outsourcing organizations in non-English speaking countries adopted the use of English as the lingua franca mandate in their organizations.

Goal: We sought to assess the influence of the English lingua franca mandate on the teamwork in software outsourcing vendors empirically.

Approach: We conducted a field experiment performed in a Chinese software outsourcing company. We measured the teamwork related constructs repeatedly with the progress of field experiment process.

Results: This study reveals enforcing the English lingua franca may lead to: (1) lower satisfaction at work, (2) the decrease of teamwork quality, and (3) the lack of coordination in terms of social-technical congruence.

Conclusion: Decision makers may need to be careful before launching the English lingua franca mandate. We also conceptually discusses how the English lingua franca mandate’s influence on software quality. In a broader sense, the research calls attentions to the “language” issues in global software engineering practices, which is well-known but has not yet received enough attentions in software engineering research.

...for good or ill the language of software development is English - albeit the US variant.
- A. Bryant [1], 2000.

I think it is more or less ridiculous. All of us are Chinese, but we need to pretend we are foreigners and speak English in office. It is so unnatural, so I decide to keep silent.
- A senior software engineer at a Chinese software outsourcing company experimented English only policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Language is a challenge for global software engineering [2]. As Bryant [1] claimed: “the language of software development is English.” For software engineers who are not native English speakers, English is often considered to be an important communication skill [3] [4] in their workplace. Global software development organizations, especially those offshore outsourcing vendors in non-English speaking countries, language is often a barrier for them to expand their business. Decision makers in these organizations are often interested in setting English as the lingua franca in their organizations. They believe this would help them develop their human resource, improve communication with overseas partners, improve the product development process, and eventually, bring competitive advantages [5].

However, using English as the lingua franca does not necessarily always bring favorable outcomes. It may lead to some unfavorable side effects, for instance, avoidance of communication among non-native speakers [6], status struggles [7], power relationship [8], subgrouping [9], and so on. However, current research related to English as the lingua franca is mostly done by management scholars whose main interests are psychological and political aspects of organizational behaviors rather than teamwork. Software engineering researchers also mainly focus on techniques that support multilingual communications [10], [11]. Hence, we know little about how English-only policy influence team collaboration and coordination, especially in the setting of global software engineering context. Since the English-only policy may impact the communication within the team, it may further influence the teamwork. We have not yet built a clear understanding on this issue.

These issues around language are critical, particularly for outsourcing vendors in non-English speaking countries. Let’s take China as an example, to overcome the poor English competency1, Chinese outsourcing vendors are much more interested to establish English only policy in their organizations. Their eagerness of improving English competency may lead them to overlook the risks arising with the English-only policy, particularly, the negative influences on team collaboration and coordination.

While the use of English as the lingua franca receives increasingly scholarly attention in recent years, software engineering research has not yet investigates its influence to software development in non-English speaking software outsourcing organizations. The present study aims to contribute to develop a first-of-a-kind empirical inquiry focusing on the influences of English as the lingua franca on teamwork in software organizations, particularly, on individual’s satisfaction [12], teamwork quality, and coordination. We designed and performed a field experiment at Chosco (a pseudonym), a Chinese outsourcing company, with the assistance from its management team.

In particular, the study provided the opportunity to explore several related research questions:

RQ1: How does the use of English as the lingua franca influence team member’s satisfaction at work?

RQ2: How does the use of English as the lingua franca influence the teamwork quality?

RQ3: How does the use of English as the lingua franca influence the coordination among team members?

This study reveals enforcing the English lingua franca may lead to: (1) lower satisfaction at work, (2) the decrease of teamwork quality, and (3) the lack of coordination in terms of social-technical congruence. These findings indicate the policy makers in software outsourcing vendors may need to be careful when making decisions about using English as lingua franca in their organization.

The reminder of this article proceeds as follows. Section III presents the field experiment design. Section IV discusses the measures for three main constructs. Section V introduces how we analyzed collected data. Section VI presents the results and findings. Section VII summarizes the main findings, discusses the implications, limitations, and future work. In this section, we link this research with the empirical software engineering literature to develop a conceptual model which related the English lingua franca mandate to software quality and productivity. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. Research Approach

The collaboration with Chosco gave us the opportunity to address the three research questions with a field experiment in real world settings. This section presents the context, study design, and execution. The main method employed in this study is field experiment, which refers examining an experimental intervention in the real world (i.e., the natural settings) rather than in the laboratory. The study design, analysis, and report2 followed the standard field experiment design [13] and the best experiences of empirical software engineering experience [14] [15] [16] [17] [18].

The three research questions indicates three major constructs: satisfaction at work, teamwork quality, and coordination. The measures for them will be introduced in next section. In this section, we simply suppose they are measurable, and, of course, they are.

A. Research Context: Chosco

Chosco is an entrepreneurial software development company located in Shanghai. Its has three major software development divisions for clients from different regions. These divisions are European and American, Domestic, and Japanese business divisions. The European and American business division had 137 full-time employees (07/01/2014) and a pool of around 150 part-time employees3. Chosco maintains a tight relationship with a highly prestigious university in Shanghai. The majority of its part-time employees are senior undergraduate and graduate students in that university. Almost all staff members in the division have college or above education.

They have acceptable business English proficiency. There were 39 on-going projects within the division when the English-only policy started. 36 of them spanned the whole experiment period (07/01/2014-09/03/2014).

Lingua Franca at Chosco

The senior management of Chosco is ambitious to expand their outsourcing business. They view the lack of English competency as one of the major barriers in bidding foreign contracts. The assumed the use of English as the lingua franca might be a good choice. Compared with other alternatives (e.g., hiring profession English training agencies), this method was supposed more cost-effective.

Initially, Chosco’s CEO contacted the author to seek personal suggestions on the English lingua franca mandate. Due to the lack of theory and empirical evidences on this topic, the author suggested to conduct an experiment in his company to examine the policy, and decided whether or not to make the English lingua franca mandate to be a long term requirement for developers. Then, the experiment plan was approved. The management team decided to launch the English lingua franca mandate temporarily and reserved the right of revoking or continuing the policy according to the preliminary results of the experiment. In this sense, the field experiment is more or less an instance of action research which actually influenced the organizational policy.

The launching of the English lingua franca mandate was in 07/01/2014. The policy has three major requirements to the influence developers:

- Only English is allowed to speak in the workspace.
- All working email, chatting, and meeting note should be in English.
- All documents, including those only for internal use, must be in English.

B. Field Experiment Design & Process

Projects and Subjects

![Fig. 1: The relationship between two selected samples.](image-url)

A total of 36 software development teams from Chosco participated in this research. These teams were in Chosco’s European and American business division, so they were the
teams impacted by the implementation of lingua franca policy. All these teams maintained active status during the whole period of the experiment. There are 219 technical members (including full-time and part-time employees) in these 36 teams. Chosco’s management provided a list of projects including names and contact information of team members to the author, while informing the team members that a series of division-wide evaluations was to be conducted. We did not directly tell them the purpose of the experiment, but used an excuse that the company was working with an external consultant to improve the software process. This intervention helped to avoid conscious and unconscious bias introduced by knowing the goal of research.

For each team, we pick the manager and two random selected to provided their evaluations through pre-designed questionnaires (see APPENDIX) focusing on the first two research questions. Another 17 employees were picked for short interviews. Figure 1 shows the relationship between two selected samples. The reason for selecting two separate samples of subjects is that we wanted to exclude the potential mutual influences between interviews and questionnaire evaluations.

**Experiment Process**

The author and a web engineer in Chosco created an internal website to host the questionnaire. The administration of this questionnaire distribution and collection was performed by two internal human resource associates in Chosco. We leveraged Chosco’s Human Resource management system to distribute questionnaire links and to track responses, which ensured all selected subjects responded the questionnaire for they didn’t want to leave “uncooperative” records in the system. Doing so also enabled us to track who answered the questionnaire but still kept their response anonymous.

The time-line in figure 2 show the process of the experiment. The main tasks in each step are as follows.

**Step 0** 06/23/2014: Informed the launching of English lingua franca policy, and sent the data collection notices to the 108 selected employees (this step is not shown in figure 2).

**Step 1** 07/01/2014: Performed the pre-launching data collection (overall, the 1st data collection). The English lingua franca mandate started after we collected all data.

**Step 2** 07/15/2014: Performed the 1st bi-weekly data collection (overall, the 2nd data collection). Interviews started in 07/18.

**Step 3** 07/29/2014: Performed the 2nd bi-weekly data collection (overall, the 3rd data collection). Interview ended in 08/10.

**Step 4** 08/12/2014: Performed the 3rd bi-weekly data collection (overall, the 4th data collection).

**Step 5** 08/20/2014: The English lingua franca mandate ended. In 08/17/2014, a report of preliminary results was delivered to Chosco’s management team. Chosco’s CEO decided to end the policy according to the report.

**Step 6** 09/03/2014: Performed the post-policy data collection (overall, the 5th and the last data collection).

After all steps and finishing data analyses, a note was sent to all participants to debrief the study (including the real purpose and the high-level overview of findings) and to acknowledge their participation.

**Data Collection**

The quantitative data for first two constructs was collected through the five-wave questionnaires (Step1-4, and Step6). Meanwhile, we computed the measure of coordination (the third construct) for five times accordingly.

We collected two types of qualitative data. The first type of data comes from the communication records of the studied projects. We also conducted semi-structured interviews with team members to understand their perception and experience.
with English lingua franca mandate during the “experimenting” period. We interviewed 17 individuals with an identical interview protocol. The 17 individuals were selected from those who were NOT selected to do questionnaire evaluations (see figure 1). Each interview is around 20 minutes\(^4\). Interviewees were allowed to talk about anything they want to share. The same researcher conducted all interview sessions while the interviews were administrated in Chinese.

III. MEASURES

In this section, we introduce the measures for the three main constructs: job satisfaction, teamwork quality, and coordination.

First two constructs (satisfaction at work and teamwork quality), and are measured by subjective, self-reported measures and adapted from standard psychological tests. Using standard measurements brings benefits such as better reliability, and also facilitates the replication of the empirical software engineering research. Both constructs considered in this study use the team as the unit of analysis. Therefore, all measures were evaluated on the team level although we collected the raw data from the individual respondents. Thus, we asked respondents to evaluate the characteristics and behaviors of their team as a whole. The individual evaluations from the same team were aggregated together. Both measurements demonstrated strong reliability (see the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients\(^5\) in the APPENDIX). Before the aggregation, we calculated the interrater reliability (IRR) with the method in [19]. In general, the results indicate quite strong agreement of ratings within the same team. The average scores of this test across all teams are between 0.79 and 0.96.

The measure of the third construct (coordination) is developed by software engineering researchers [20]. It was extracted from the artifacts and did not require collecting self-report data. We will introduce its definition and calculation in next subsection.

A. Details of the Measures

Satisfaction at Work

We adapted the 3-items questionnaires developed in [21] to measure the “Satisfaction at Work”. In [21], Mathew et al. used it to measure the job attitude of software engineers working for Indian outsource vendors. Therefore, using it to measure people with similar job role in similar organizations should be no problem. To increase the validity of using it, we also tested the reliability with collected data.

Teamwork Quality: TWQ

To measure the teamwork quality, we adapted the well-developed, and widely-adopted teamwork quality questionnaire (TWQ) [22]. TWQ consists of 37 items that belongs to one of the 6 facets (i.e., Communication, Coordination,

\(^4\)We kept the interview concise to avoid excessive interruptions to interviewees’ work.

\(^5\)The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were calculated at individual level. We reported the averages of all five times of measurements during the experiment process.

Balance of Member Contributions, Mutual Support, Effort, Cohesion).

The TWQ is a high order construct of the six facets. To calculate the TWQ, we first performed a factor analysis (principle component) on the team level using aggregated team member responses. The results show the correctness of latent construct assumption concerning the TWQ construct. Therefore, simply using the average of 6 facets’ score may be not valid. Therefore, we followed the procedures suggested in Hogel & Gemuenden [22] to compute the TWQ as a one-factor measure, and tested its reliability. This method is well-adopted by researchers in extracting one-factor measures [23].

Coordination: Social-technical Congruence

1) Definition of STC:

In addition to measuring subject self-reported coordination as a part of team work quality, we also measured coordination using social-technical congruence (STC) developed in [20]. STC measures the differences between coordination needs (CN) and actual coordinations (AC). Coordination needs are dyadic relationships that indicate that two people should be coordinating. It can be identified through studying the technical dependencies between the work items and the assignments of these work items to each developer. Actual coordination reflects how people in the organization do coordinate with each other. Both coordination needs and actual coordinations are represented by two \(n \times n\) matrix, where \(n\) is the number of developers in a team.

Suppose there are \(n\) developers and \(m\) work items, we use a \(n \times m\) matrix \(A\) to denote the assignments of \(m\) work item to the \(n\) developers, and a \(n \times n\) matrix \(D\) to denote the dependencies between \(n\) work items. The coordination needs (CN) can be written as:

\[
CN = A \times D \times A^t
\]  

\(CN_{ij} \neq 0\) means developers \(i\) and \(j\) should coordinate. The actual coordination matrix \(AC\) can be built through mining the communication records between team members. \(AC_{ij} \neq 0\) means developer \(i\) and \(j\) have actually coordinated. STC can be calculated by comparing \(CN\) to \(AC\). If a non-zero element \(AC_{ij}\) exists in the actual coordination matrix and the corresponding non-zero \(CN_{ij}\) exists in the coordination needs matrix, then there is congruence between developers \(i\) and \(j\) (the coordination need between \(i\) and \(j\) is satisfied). We define two measures in equation (1) and (2):

\[
DIFF(CN, AC) = \text{card}\{diff_{ij} | CN_{ij} \neq 0 \& AC_{ij} \neq 0\}
\]  

\[
|CN| = \text{card}\{CN_{ij} \neq 0\}
\]  

Then, we can calculate the STC as:

\[
STC = \frac{DIFF(CN, AC)}{|CN|}
\]

2) Extracting STC:

The assignment matrix \(A\) was directly extracted from the project lifecycle management platform (Most teams were using Atlassian JIRA\(^6\)). For some organizational restrictions,
we cannot access the source code to extract the actual code dependencies. The dependency between work items (matrix $D$ in equation (1)) were provided by project architects (or project mangers server architect duties) of the target projects. The matrix $AC$ was extracted from the lifecycle management platform (including issue tracking) and the email archival. Please note that, we did not only consider the new work items but also incorporate all work items that have someone actively worked on in the bi-week time frame. Doing so avoided the problem of missing work items whose life cycle crossed the data collection time points.

IV. Data Analysis

We took mixed methods [24] to analyze the quantitative and qualitative data collected from the experiment. We gave higher priority to quantitative analysis. Doing so assumes a postpositivist stance, as well as the simultaneous belief that the inclusion of qualitative data and analysis is likely to increase understanding of the underlying phenomenon [25].

Quantitative Data Analysis

Obviously, the three constructs were repeatedly measured (see figure 1). To assess the influences of the use of English as the lingua franca, we performed Repeated Measures ANOVA. We performed post-hoc analyses to examine the pairwise comparison results, to assess the sphericity, and necessary statistical corrections. All statistical analyses were performed with R 3.1.2 statistical package [26].

Qualitative Data Analysis

We performed light-weight qualitative analysis [27] on the interview transcripts, and the selected company communication materials using ATLAS.ti\(^7\), a qualitative data coding software [28]. The qualitative data analysis aimed to identify the underlying reasons behind the quantitative findings. It also could be viewed as the cross-examinations of quantitative findings. We did not perform a complete qualitative analysis since it is subordinate to the quantitative analysis. We drove the qualitative data analysis with the quantitative findings. Thus, the qualitative data was not open coded but analyzed with quantitative findings as “a priori codes”.

V. Results

In this section, we reported the results and findings emerge from the data analysis. The report of statistical analyses adheres to the recommendations in the APA publication manual [29].

A. RQ1: Team Members’ Perceptions

For software engineer’s stratification at work, a repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction\(^8\) determined that the satisfaction at work differed statistically significantly between five data collection time points (see figure 1). The statistics is: $F(3.033, 106.151) = 14.116, P < 0.001$. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed a set of pair observations are significantly different. They are: (1) Pre-experiment vs. 1st data collection ($P < 0.001$); (2) Pre-experiment vs. 2nd data collection ($P < 0.001$); (3) Pre-experiment vs. 3rd data collection ($P < 0.001$); (4) 2nd data collection vs. Post-experiment ($P < 0.001$); (5) 3rd data collection vs. Post-experiment ($P = 0.041$). Figure 3 shows the distribution of satisfaction at work over the five data collection points. It shows that the satisfaction at work is relative low compared to pre and post experiment data collection.

Finding 1: Introducing English lingua franca mandate elicits a statistically significant decrease in satisfaction at work. After the policy ended, satisfaction at work gets some quick increase.

The qualitative data also indicates the general negative attitudes towards the English lingua francs mandate. As one interviewee commented:

I understand why they want us to speak English here. But the problem is, is it useful? At least for many of us, it is useless. I am a programmer and have no opportunities to speak with clients. I think our CEO may want the client feel happy when they visit our office. But I doubt the effect of it. Seeing a crowd of people speaking poor Chinglish in the office would not make the clients happy. (P2)

B. RQ2: Teamwork Quality

For project’s teamwork quality, a repeated measures ANOVA with the assumption of sphericity determined that the TWQ differed statistically significantly between data collection time points (see figure 1). The statistics is: $F(4, 140) = 31.273, P < 0.001$. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni

\(^7\)http://atlasti.com/
\(^8\)If data violated the assumption of sphericity, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction is necessary.
correction revealed a set of pair observations are significantly different. They are: (1) Pre-experiment vs. 1st data collection ($P < 0.001$); (2) Pre-experiment vs. 2nd data collection ($P < 0.001$); (3) Pre-experiment vs. 3rd data collection ($P < 0.001$); (4) Pre-experiment vs. Post-experiment ($P < 0.001$); (5) 1st data collection vs. Post-experiment ($P < 0.011$); (5) 2nd data collection vs. Post-experiment ($P = 0.033$). Figure 4 shows the distribution of TWQ over the five data collection points. It shows that the TWQ is relative low compared to pre- and post-experiment data collection. Different from the satisfaction at work, it seems the recovery of teamwork quality is relative slow (no significant differences with 3rd data collection).

![Dynamics of Teamwork Quality](image)

**Fig. 4:** The distribution of teamwork quality over the five data collection points.

Five out six dimensions of TWQ were lower in the samples of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd data collections. Surprisingly, cohesion as one of the six dimensions of TWQ, exhibited a slight increase in the 1st data collection points (Average: 3.81 vs. 3.97). The improved cohesion may result from the “sympathy” emerged from sharing sufferings, complaints, and negative attitudes towards the management team. Some literature (e.g., [30]) has shown sympathy (or even anger) may potentially lead to high cohesion. As one interviewee said:

> I think all my colleagues don't like it. I can hear people's complaint... complaints in English! This makes me feel a little bit better. At least, I am not the alone. (P6)

The qualitative data indicates the low TWQ may be caused by three reasons. The foremost one is communication avoidance. There are many reasons for reduce the communications with other team members. The most mentioned reason is the fear of losing face (“mianzi” in Chinese [31]). For instance, an interviewee said: “Even myself feel embarrassed or funny when listening my Szechwan accent English, let alone others.” The second reason is the incapability of using English to describe complex problems. The last reason is a “non-cooperative” attitude towards non-sense organizational policy.

Based on above analyses, we can conclude:

**Finding 2:** Introducing English lingua franca mandate elicits a statistically significant decrease in teamwork quality. After the policy ended, there is some increase in teamwork quality but the increase is not fast. However, cohesion may be slightly improved.

C. **RQ3: Coordination (STC)**

For social-technical congruence, a repeated measures ANOVA with the assumption of sphericity determined that the STC differed statistically significantly between data collection time points (see figure 1). The statistics is: $F(4,140) = 8.820, P < 0.001$. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed a set of pair observations are significantly different. They are: (1) Pre-experiment vs. 1st data collection ($P < 0.001$); (2) Pre-experiment vs. 2nd data collection ($P < 0.001$); (3) Pre-experiment vs. 3rd data collection ($P < 0.001$). We found that the the difference is marginal significant in pairwise comparison of Pre-experiment vs. Post-experiment ($P = 0.087$).

![Dynamics of Social-Technical Congruence](image)

**Fig. 5:** The distribution of social-technical congruence over the five data collection points.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of STC over the five data collection points. Figure 5 indicates the variances become larger in Post-experiment condition although the change of average STC is not significant. This may indirectly indicate some teams are more sensitive to the policy change and have better execution. An interviewee was pretty proud for his team’s agility in facing organizational policy changes:

> None of us like it [the English lingua franca]. But I think it is not a big problem for us. We can deal with it. Our team is good at dealing with tough things.

---

9Szechuan is a province in southwestern China.
His team actually did well. Their STCs in the five data collection points are: 0.52, 0.36, 0.34, 0.38, 0.45, which is much better than the majority.

Based on above analysis, we can conclude:

**Finding 3:** Introducing English lingua franca mandate elicits a statistically significant decrease in coordination (measured by social-technical congruence). Coordination may be restored faster in some teams while the recovery is slow in general.

**VI. DISCUSSION**

**A. Contributions to Literature**

First of all, the research calls attention to the language issue, especially the use of English as the lingua franca in global software engineering teams. Language is important in global collaboration [2]. However, it is fair to say there is not much serious literature on this topic. This research calls attentions on the research related to “language” GSE. We hope there would be more future work on this topic.

Although we did not directly evaluated the influence of the use of English as the lingua franca on software artifacts, we still can hypothesize that it may lead to some quality loss. Software engineering researchers have built solid knowledge on the positive influence of good “teamwork” (e.g., [32], [22]) and “coordination” (e.g., [20], [33]) on software quality. The construct “satisfaction at work” is not so directly linked to software quality. However, literature such as [34] [35] has established the relationship between satisfaction and developer’s motivation, and associated highly motivated developers with improved software productivity and quality.

Combining with these results, we developed a conceptual model. Figure 6 depicts the model. The left part is developed in this paper while the right part is drawn from the literature. This model indicates the English lingua franca may lead to software quality loss through lowering the satisfaction at work, teamwork quality, and coordination. This model can be examined by future empirical studies, and used as the workbench to incorporating more constructs.

The way we develop this research reflects its interdisciplinary nature. We borrowed measures from management literature, introducing it to software engineering community. Particularly, GSE researchers may need to look at the literature in areas such as international business, organizational behavior, etc. Results from software engineering, e.g., social-technical congruence, may be valuable for management researchers.

Last but not least, this paper demonstrates field experiment can be a useful method in empirical software engineering. It can be used in testing existing theories, methods, techniques, and to inspire reflection on of how to adapt them to make sense in real world environment.

**B. Contributions to Practice**

The research has several implications to practices. First of all, software outsourcing vendors in non-English speaking countries may need to be more careful when introduce the English lingua franca mandate. It is necessary to evaluate whether the benefit over the loss. They may adopt the experimenting methods developed in this paper in their evaluation to minimize the potential side effect. From the client’s perspective, it might be not necessary to force the vendors to adopt the English lingua franca mandate. The client should carefully evaluate the technical qualification of different vendors. Simply associating “establishing English lingua franca” with “high competency” could be very risky and encourage software outsourcing vendors to cut corners.

**C. Research and Industrial Practices: Rethink Researchers’ Role**

The research demonstrates close collaboration with industrial partners will not only yield insightful research findings but also will make real world impacts. Researchers may need to rethink the role of empirical software engineering as a way to improve the industrial practices, as well as their potential role as advisors or consultants to industry. In the history of software engineering research, many important results the researchers’ deep involvements in industry practices. For instance, The Mythical of Man-Month resulted from Brooks' experiences at IBM when managing the development of OS/360 [36], Barry Boehm’s COCOMO [37] is based on his experience in TRW Aerospace. Given the nature of software engineering as an Engineering discipline, keeping our tradition on research highly relevant to practices may be very important, and crucial to the success of our discipline.

**D. Limitations and Potential Extensions**

Our study has several limitations that may also serve as extensions for future research. One limitation arises from the use of a single company to collect data. Conducting field experiment in natural setting is difficult. The opportunity of conducting this study is almost by accident but not through seeking. For example, the part-time developers were working full-time due to the summer break in Chinese universities, which enabled us to reach most of them. However, we can conduct well-designed laboratory experiment in future with the minimal sacrifice of reality. Lab experiment will also provide better controls for developing more generalizable results. Other researchers who have strong industry connections may try to replicate this study. To facilitate the replications, we enclosed all questionnaire items in the APPENDIX.

Second, we could not control the progress of the projects studied in this research. In different phase of a project’s life cycle, team members may experience a different level of pressure, hence may have different levels of satisfaction. Therefore, it may partially contribute to the correlation between the English-only policy and low satisfaction at work. In a broader sense, different teams or projects may have different characteristics, for instance, some team may have better execution (see the indirect evidence in section V-C). Investigating the variations among teams and projects would have potential to develop a rich future research agenda.

Third, management literature has explored a set of constructs that may be influenced by the lingua franca mandate
(e.g., status, powers, see section I). It might be valuable to leverage and integrate them with software engineering research through the way we outlined in figure 6, and then, to evaluate them empirically. This study opens up opportunities for future study that cuts across the traditional disciplinary boundaries of software engineering and management.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we describe a field experiment that empirically assesses the influence of the English lingua franca mandate on the teamwork in non-English speaking software outsourcing vendors. The results demonstrate the English lingua franca mandate may arise detriment to individual’s satisfaction at work, teamwork quality and coordination among developers. The findings suggest the decision of the English lingua franca mandate need to be carefully evaluated. In another place, clients may not need to require the vendors to adopt the English lingua franca mandate. The research calls attentions to the “language” issues in global software engineering practices, which is well-known but has not yet received enough attentions in research. It also demonstrates the feasibility of interdisciplinary study that combines software engineering and management.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A: Satisfaction at work (3 items)
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.76
1. I like the people I work with.
2. There is too much infighting in this organization (r).
3. My organization is unfair to me (r).

APPENDIX B: TWQ (6 factors, 37 items)

1. Communication
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.92
1-1. There was frequent communication within the team.
1-2. The team members communicated often in spontaneous meetings, phone conversations, internet chat, etc.
1-3. The team members communicated mostly directly and personally with each other.
1-4. There were mediators through whom much communication was conducted (r).
1-5. Project-relevant information was shared openly by all team members.
1-6. Important information was kept away from other team members in certain situations (r).
1-7. In our team there were conflicts regarding the openness of the information flow (r).
1-8. The team members were happy with the timeliness in which they received information from other team members.
1-9. The team members were happy with the precision of the information received from other team members.
1-10. The team members were happy with the usefulness of the information received from other team members.

2. Coordination
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.79
2-1. The work done on subtasks within the project was closely harmonized.
2-2. There were clear and fully comprehended goals for subtasks within our team.
2-3. The goals for subtasks were accepted by all team members.
2-4. There were conflicting interests in our team regarding subtasks/subgoals (r).

3. Balance of Member Contributions
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.73
3-1. The team recognized the specific potentials (strengths and weaknesses) of individual team members.
3-2. The team members were contributing to the achievement of the team’s goals in accordance with their specific potential.
3-3. Imbalance of member contributions caused conflicts in our team (r).

4. Mutual Support
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87
4-1. The team members helped and supported each other as best they could.
4-2. If conflicts came up, they were easily and quickly resolved.
4-3. Discussions and controversies were conducted constructively.
4-4. Suggestions and contributions of team members were respected.
4-5. Suggestions and contributions of team members were discussed and further developed.
4-6. Our team was able to reach consensus regarding important issues.

5. Effort
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.86
5-1. Every team member fully pushed the project.
5-2. Every team member made the project their highest priority.
5-3. Our team put much effort into the project.
5-4. There were conflicts regarding the effort that team members put into the project (r).

6. Cohesion
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.81
6-1. It was important to the members of our team to be part of this project.
6-2. The team did not see anything special in this project (r).
6-3. The team members were strongly attached to this project.
6-4. The project was important to our team.
6-5. All members were fully integrated in our team.
6-6. There were many personal conflicts in our team (r).
6-7. There was personal attraction between the members of our team.
6-8. Our team was sticking together (r).
6-9. The members of our team felt proud to be part of the team.
6-10. Every team member felt responsible for maintaining and protecting the team.

APPENDIX C: Notes
1. (r) denotes the item was reversed coded.
2. A 5-point Likert scale is used for items of multi-item constructs.
3. At the end of each questionnaire, we asked a question at the end of the questionnaire. That is: “What do you think is the purpose of this study?”. This question was used to check whether a participant figured out the real purpose. If he or she found the real purpose, the data case should be excluded in the data analysis.